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For Personalized & Standard Books 
Fastbind BooXTer Uno™, Duo™, Trio™, Quattro™, Zero Mini™ and Zero Max™ use a unique concept of 

precision staple binding. Create professional quality photo books, company reports, catalogues, yearbooks and 

more! 

 Bind most any paper and plastic insert sheets as well 

 Quick, Easy and safe to use 

 Sizes from 2 x 2" to larger than 18 x 18" 

 Professional results with a high quality finish! 

Fastbind has all the supplies you need! 

 Add profitable book products to your product line 

 The very best supplies at competitive prices! 

 Fastbind offers a wide range of sizes and color to chose from! 

Supported BooXTer Binding Machines 

 

 

BooXTer Uno 

 

 

BooXTer Duo 

 

 

BooXTer Trio 

 

 

BooXTer 

Quattro 

 

 

BooXTer Zero 

Mini 

 

 

BooXTer Zero Max 
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BooXter Printable Material

 

Fastbind Printable Tacking Paper™ 

 

 Laser tacking sheets in two sizes 

 Ink jet Sheets in two sizes and Ink jet rolls in two widths 

 Fastbind LamiFree™ tacking sheets do not require lamination as they are specifically designed to resist 

environmental conditions that adversely affect regular paper and are intended for laser printing only. 

 Fastbind LamiFree™ tacking sheets are intended for laser printing only 

With over 20 years of experience using materials to make hard covers, Fastbind's cover tacking sheets are 

second to none! With attention to both printing quality and long durability in mind, Fastbind has engineered the 

perfect material to make your custom printed hard covers. 

Fastbind offers printable tacking sheets for laser and high resolution inkjet printing. You can order them in 

standard or large format sizes. Fastbind inkjet printable paper is also available in rolls for extra large 

applications. We highly recommend laminating the prints printed with inkjet or laser tacking sheets to make the 

cover more durable. 

Fastbind LamiFree laser printable tacking sheets do not need laminating. 
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Fastbind Printable Soft Cover™ 

 

 They come standard or pre-creased 

 Strong and durable material with a professional look and feel! 

 Soft Covers come in A4/US Letter Portrait up to 30 mm (1.1") 

Fastbind offers soft covers printable material for laser printing. You can bind from 0.1 to 30 mm thick books. 

Each box contains 250 pieces (450 x 297 mm). Fastbind printable soft covers are available both as pre-

creased and plain versions. 
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Fastbind Lay-flat Paper™ 

 

 Excellent lay flat properties 

 Excellent whiteness & opacity 

 Prints look fresh & natural with vivid colors 

 Makes your books easy to read, hold & show 

 Compatible with Fastbind BooXter and Perfect Bind Hot Melt binders 

New, innovative laser printing paper for high quality lay-flat book applications. In addition to excellent lay-flat 

properties, the new paper runs smoothly through digital printers and reduces stress on book bindings, 

generating an overall stronger bind with an unparalleled lay flat look! 
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BooXter Custom Cover Material

 
Fastbind Grey/Chip Boards  

 

 Made specifically for optimum usage when making custom printed hard covers and cases using the 

Fastbind Casematic services case maker! 

 We stock many different sizes and spine thicknesses for hard covers 

 Compatible with Fastbind Casematic series, all Fastbind binders, Ring Binding and Comb Binding 

Fastbind grey boards are pre-cut to the most popular sizes; Portrait, Landscape and Square. These are able to 

be ordered in whatever quantities are needed to finish the job. 

  

 

Express Blank Case™  

 

 The quickest method of producing Hard Covers, Cases and Ring Binders. Simply place and wrap the 

printed graphics around the Express blank case, and your cover is done! 

 Stock sizes include common formats for Fastbind Hot Melt and BooXTer binding 

 Compatible with Fastbind Case Express case makers 

Making personalized hard covers, ring binders and cases with Fastbind Express Blank Cases™ is easier than 

ever! 

For use with Fastbind Case Express, Express Blank Cases come in several different standard formats. 
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Mounting Tape™ 

 

 When using materials such as bonded leather or cloth to make your hard covers or cases, our 

mounting tape will ensure the grey boards will adhere to your material and make the case making fast 

and easy! 

 Unleash your creativity! 

Now you can make custom hard covers or cases with just about any material you chose! 

 

Express Lami™  

 

 The longest and widest singe side laminating product available today! 

 Made for the on demand market, these laminating sheets eliminate wrinkles in lamination due to its 

unique design! 

 Laminate your printed cover (or anything else) 

 Use simple pouch laminator 

 Easy placement of picture 

 Compatible with all Fastbind Case Makers 

New innovative Fastbind Express Lami™ has been designed especially to make high quality single-sided 

laminating quick & easy. This versatile product can be used to make high-quality personalized hard covers or 

any single-sided laminating needs, even book contents or high-quality photographs. Fastbind Express Lami™ 

is compatible with good quality pouch laminators or roll laminators. 
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Fastbind Laminating Rolls™ 

 

 Constant high quality 

 Specifically designed for Hard Cover production with wrap-around edge 

Laminating Rolls are manufactured of special nylon material that will create very thin (30.5 mic) laminating 

layer. Fastbind Laminating Rolls is available with matt & glossy surface. They are used for exclusive quality 

print surface finishing. 
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BooXter Custom Cover Material

Express Pocket Cover™ 

 

 Simple solution for Personalized Hard Covers 

 No Case Maker needed 

 Use your own print for personalized front cover 

 Compatible with all Fastbind BooXTer binders 

With the new Fastbind Express Pocket Covers you can make premium personalized hard covers without a 

separate case maker. Simply print your cover graphics to a one-sided sheet and slide it into a pocket in the 

front of the cover. The result will be a durable, high quality book in seconds! Fastbind Express Pocket Covers 

are compatible with all BooXTer binders.  

Express Soft Cover™ 

 

 Use your own print to personalized the front cover 

 Quick, easy and unique soft cover book solution 

 Available in black, blue, red and white 

 Durable & Strong binding with ease! 

 No hole punching required 

 No bending required 

 Compatible with all Fastbind BooXTer binders 

Making soft cover books with the Express Soft Covers is very quick and easy. Use your own print for a 

personalized front cover and bind it to the thick cover material. The Fastbind Express Soft covers come in four 

stylish colors and they are compatible with all Fastbind BooXTer binders. 
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Fastbind BooXTer Standard Hard Covers 

 

 Pre-Made covers offer the fastest and most efficient way to finish hard covers when binding. 

 The surface can be foil printed 

Fastbind Manager Hard Covers for BooXTer Binders are available in 9.5 mm spine thickness for content max 

8 mm. Several landscape and square covers are also available with a keyhole window. Standard colors for 

Manager hard covers are black dark blue dark red and white. 
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BooXter Binding Material

End Sheets 

 

 Easy to use 

 Compatible with both personalized & classic hard covers 

 Specially designed for durable linear stapling hard covers 

 Compatible with any stapler 

Fastbind BooXTer End sheets are stapled together with the book block and attached to the inside surface of 

the cover. The end sheets both cover the inside grey board as well as hold the book block into the cover, 

giving you both an elegant professional look and a floating spine type binding. They come in multiple sizes and 

several of them are available with a pre-cut window. You need a front and back (pair) End Sheet with each 

hard cover.  

Binding Stripes 

 

 A strong bind every time! 

 No hole punching required 

 Compatible with any stapler 

Fastbind BooXTer binding stripes allow you to bind with two separate covers (for front and back). You can 

even create a nice looking binding without any cover. Fastbind BooXTer Stripes are designed for stable 

binding with all BooXTer machines. They are available in black imitation leather. Max. Binding thickness is 

8 mm. 
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Staples 

 

 Wide range of staples 

 Universal sizes 

 Compatible with Fastbind BooXTer series 

 

 

  

 

 

BooXter Machine Accessories
 

Fastbind Cover Setter™ 

 

The unit comes in two parts, a setter and a stand. The setter plate can be mounted to BooXTer Uno™ 

or Trio™ to form a single workstation. Alternatively, the setter plate can be mounted to the accompanying 

stand to form a standalone cover setting workstation. 

The unique design of the Cover Setter™ places the hard cover book block in an up-right position. This position 

and angle of the unit help align the cover and book block and then using the 4 separate book block space 

adjusters, you perfectly aligned the book block into the hard cover each and every time! 
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